BACKGROUND and INTRODUCTION

Ian Williamson came to the University of Melbourne as the Professor of Survey and Land
Information in 1986. His professional education and training and much of his practicing experience was from NSW. This had the consequence that he came with the formed view that the NSW refusal to permit adverse possession was a limiting handicap and detrimental to the NSW system of registered land title (or Torrens system). In this he NSW required a prudent purchaser to commission an identification survey to confirm that the actual legal property being purchased coincided with that parcel as laid out on the ground (or occupation).
Mal Park
That adverse possession is an effective repair mechanism is alluded to by Jude Wallace and DW Lambden with the latter noting that whole parcel adverse possession repairs the register and is of interest only to the lawyer while part parcel adverse possession repairs the parcel description (or parcel boundary) and concerns the lawyer and the cadastral surveyor. 
PUBLIC vs PRIVATE CONVEYANCING
The benefit provided by registered land title systems is founded upon the public nature of the transaction with the investigation and certification of title recorded in a public register and which provides for the enforcement of legal rights and protection for the community.
For a long period it has been accepted wisdom that the advantages of the registered land title system over those of the system it replaced is best seen in the dichotomy of registered as opposed to unregistered conveyancing. Otherwise the dichotomy could be demonstrated by contrasting title registration with deeds registration. Further reflection since the submission of my dissertation leads me to the view that in fact the dichotomy is best exemplified by the public nature of the title registration system.
Malcolm Park
These reflections were brought about by the recognition that some of the European states have created a land title system based upon deeds registration but which provides reliable security of title and public confidence in its operation because the role of registration is performed by private practitioners licensed to exercise the public function of registration and maintaining the public register. In order to discharge that public function these practitioners must investigate and certify the title in question. To merely register only the transaction without investigation and certification is insufficient. Otherwise, there can now be no doubt that the current Torrens system in operation in
PART PARCEL BOUNDARY REPAIR
Of interest in this context
Queensland does not permit part parcel adverse possession.
[ 
Biographical note
A qualified civil engineer, Dr Park changed careers as a consequence of his mum informing all and sundry (including total strangers) that her son was 'the least civil person' she knew. After studying law and practising as a barrister for two decades he suffered a late mid-life crisis but was unable to afford the usual red sports car or to induce any bodacious blonde young thing to run away with him. Rejected and dejected, he allowed himself to be sucked into undertaking a PhD research degree in the Department of Geomatics involving the cross disciplines of land law and the public administration of the land title registry with particular regard to the resolution of land parcel boundary location discrepancies. The hard bound copy of his PhD thesis was deposited in the Bailleau Library in 2003 [Call No: UniM Baill T] with an AUS $50 note inserted between pages 76 and 77. As of the last checking (21 September, 2007) , the $50 note remained undisturbed.
